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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that a symmetric kernel corresponds to a compact, self-adjoint operator if some 
iterate of the absolute value of the kernel is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
This note is part of an investigation in kinetic theory [2], where we needed 
a manageable criterion for the compactness of a symmetric integral operator. 
We shall work with a fixed a-finite, a-additive positive measure p on a set X. 
This measure determines a real Hilbert space X=L*(X, PC). Consider a sym- 
metric, real valued kernel T(x,y) that satisfies 
(1) 5 I7-(x,9x*)~(x29%) -** W2,A I &4x,) . . . &&n) < 00 
for some natural number n. For such a kernel we shall prove the following 
THEOREM. For every f Ex We have 
(2) <S lTk~)f(~)l d/W)x,x~~ 
and the linear operator T : 2-X that is defined by 
(3) Tf(x) = j T(x, u)f(r) dKv) for x E X and fe X 
is compact and self-adjoint. 
Note that the inequality (1) states that the nth iterate of ITI is Hilbert- 
Schmidt and hence corresponds to a compact operator. It is known that a 
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bounded, self-adjoint operator is compact if its nth iterate is compact. In the 
present case, however, it is not a priori clear that T gives rise to such an 
operator. The aim of this note is to prove just that. As for basic facts in linear 
analysis and measure theory see for instance [l] and [3]. 
REMARK. Define the measurable set 
(4) A=(x~XIjIT(x,y)Id~c(y)>O}. 
Then by the symmetry of T we have that T vanishes outside A x,4. Con- 
sequently, it suffices to prove the Theorem for T 1 A xA and tZ(,4, PJ. From 
now on we assume that 
(5) j 1 T(x, y)l dp(y) > 0 for every XE X. 
LEMMA. Let the linear space 9 be given by 
(6) 9 = If~xl <j lT(x,~)f(~)l d/ON,,x~~} 
and let g : X + IT? be an arbitrary measurable function. If 
(7) jgf dp = 0 for every f E 9, 
then g equals 0 almost everywhere (and hence 9 is norm-dense in Z). 
PROOF. We first show that 9 contains a strictly positive element. Let R' be 
the ith iterate of ITI :R’=R= ITI and 
(8) R”‘(x,y)=5R(x,z)R’(z,y)d~(z) forx,yeX. 
Then (1) assumes the form 
(9 j(R”)2d~x/i<<. 
By Cauchy-Schwarz we find for any h E % 
(10) j(jR”(x,~) IhWl d~(r))2d~u(x)~5(R”)2d~x~. jh2dp-. 
Since ,U is a-finite there is a strictly positive h E K Observe that (5) implies by 
induction that jR(x, y)h(y)dp(y), jR2(x, y)h(y)dh(y), . . . are strictly posi- 
tive. Consequently, since the function f(x) = j R”-‘(x, y)h( y) dp( y) satisfies 
(11) 5(SIT(x,y)If(y)d~l(y))2d~(x)<oo, 
we have 3= min{f, h} is a strictly positive element of 9. 
Now let g be a non vanishing function that satisfies (7). We may assume 
without loss of generality that there is an A c X such that p(A) > 0 and g(x) > 0 
for each XE~. If XA iS the characteristic function of A then XAf is obviously 
also an element of 9. However, since3 is strictly positive we have j gXA.?dp >O, 
a statement which contradicts (7). 
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PROOF OF THE THEOREM. We have to show that 9 =X Define the linear 
operator R : ~3 +I by 
(12) Rf(x) = j IT(x,~)lf(~)d~(y) for x~Xand.f~g. 
Since 9 is dense in fl the operator R has an adjoint R* with domain D(R*). 
It follows immediately from the definition of 9 = D(R) and the symmetry of 
T that RCR*, i.e. D(R)CD(R*) and R* coincides with R on D(R). This 
implies that R**R* is a self-adjoint operator, see [l: sec. 461, and hence also 
(R**R*)” is self-adjoint, see [l: sec. 661. Observe that RCR* implies R**C R*. 
If gED(R*) and feD(R) then 
(13) jR*gfdlc = jg(x)(jR(x, Y)~(Y) &4yN @4x). 
Since IfI E g we may apply Fubini to the right hand side: 
(14) jfW(R*g(y) - jR(x, YMx) &4x)N4y) = 0. 
The Lemma and the symmetry of R yield 
(15) R*g(y) = jR(y,x)g(x) dp(x) for almost every YEX. 
Note that (9) states that R”(x, y) is a Hilbert-Schmidt kernel. Consequently, 
also R2”(x, y) is Hilbert-Schmidt and we can define an operator S : X+X by 
(16) Sf(x) = j R 2”(x, y)f( y) dp( y) for every x E X and f E X 
From (15) and R**cR* one may derive that for every f in D((R**R*)“), 
(17) 
(R**R*)“f(x) = 
= jd~(x~)R(x,x,)jd~(x2)Ro . . . jd~u(x,,)R(x,n-,,xz,)f(xzn). 
Since S IfI EG& we may change the order of integration and obtain 
(R**R*)“f =Sf. So (R**R*)“cS which implies that (R**R*)” is bounded 
because S is Hilbert-Schmidt. Since (R**R*)” is self-adjoint and hence closed 
this means that D((R**R*)“) =X This leads to D(R*) =& which gives in com- 
bination with (15) the statement 
(18) (SR(x,y)f(y)d~u(y)),,xE~ for evwfEx 
Since for every f E X also 1 f 1 E 2 this result is equivalent with 9 =X Con- 
sequently, the operator T (form. (3)) can be defined on the entire Hilbert space 
and is self-adjoint (and hence bounded, see [l: sec. 251). Since R” is a Hilbert- 
Schmidt kernel we have T” is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and hence T” is 
compact, see [ 1: sec. 281. This implies, according to [4: p. 3 171, that T is com- 
pact which proves the theorem. 
REMARK. The extension to the case that L’(X, p) is complex and T(x, y) is the 
complex conjugate of T(y,x) is immediate. 
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